Terms and Conditions

Purpose

These General Conditions govern the access and use by any person (the “User”) of the pages within the domain www.mitefgreece.org (the “web site”), owned by MIT Enterprise Forum Greece.

Access to this web site or use thereof necessarily means unreserved acceptance of and adherence to these General Conditions.

It is therefore recommended that the User reads these General Conditions carefully each time he or she intends to access MIT Enterprise Forum Greece’s web site.

MIT Enterprise Forum Greece reserves the right to make any change or update to the contents and services, the General Conditions and, generally, to any elements included in the design and configuration of its web site, at any time and without prior notice.

Access to and use of this web site

Users access this website exclusively at their own risk. The sole purpose of the contents and services included in this web site is the dissemination of information about the activities carried out by MIT Enterprise Forum Greece.

MIT Enterprise Forum Greece shall take all reasonable steps to ensure that the contents and services available on this web site are accurate and up to date. Nevertheless, MIT Enterprise Forum Greece is not able to guarantee such accuracy and currency at all times.

Intellectual and industrial property

All portal content, with no exclusions or limitations thereto, that is to say, all information, articles, data, texts, logos, icons, images, as well as the design and look of the portal, or any other audiovisual or audio content, databases and computer applications found thereon are the property of MIT Enterprise Forum Greece or they are being used under third-party licenses that grant the relevant intellectual and/or industrial property rights for their use. The aforementioned contents are protected by the applicable laws governing intellectual and industrial property rights that are in force.

Any reproducing, distributing, publicly disclosing, transforming, any type of usage made of all or part of the contents (images, texts, graphic designs, indexes, forms, etc.) that comprise this portal, as well as any of the databases or software that are necessary to visualize or operate it, which has not obtained the express prior written consent of MIT Enterprise Forum Greece to do so, is strictly forbidden.

The User may make a private copy of contents if it is solely and exclusively for their personal usage. Any utilizations or exploitation made of such contents that are not mentioned above, shall require the prior written consent of MIT Enterprise Forum Greece. Specifically, it is forbidden to reproduce, distribute, publicly disclose (or make available to others), as well as to establish, transform, collect, or in any other manner, use the contents that appear on the portal without the prior written consent of MIT Enterprise Forum Greece.

Any trademarks, logotypes and/or distinctive signs of MIT Enterprise Forum Greece that appear on the portal are the registered trademarks and property of MIT Enterprise Forum Greece.
Links
Hypertext links, deep links, frames or other virtual links by telecoms networks from any web site or URL ("Links") to this web site must be previously authorized in writing by MIT Enterprise Forum Greece. All such links shall be to the home page.
MIT Enterprise Forum Greece wishes to clarify that links to third party web sites contained in this website are merely for rough guidance purposes, with the aim of making available to the User other sources of information which may be of interest.

In the event that any User or third party notices that such links may be contrary to Law, morality or public order, we request them to please notify us by email by writing to the following address: info@mitefgreece.org

Other than as provided for by law, MIT Enterprise Forum Greece shall not be liable for the content of the Links or for damage or errors which may be caused to the User’s computer system (hardware and software) by viruses present on accessing or using such Links.